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The Little Theatre Guild represents
113 member theatres that control
and manage their Theatre buildings.
Our members are all amateur theatre
companies with an annual audience of
over 650,000 patrons, and a turnover
of approximately £4 million. Visit us at
www.littletheatreguild.org
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7, 8, 9 April 2017
NATIONAL CONFERENCE & AGM
Archway Theatre, Horley
6th May 2017
RELATIONSHIP MEETING
Dewsbury Artspace Theatre
14th May 2017
RELATIONSHIP MEETING
Kelvin Players Theatre, Bristol

4th February 2017
RELATIONSHIP MEETING
Stables Theatre, Hastings

1,2 & 3 September 2017
NATIONAL COMMITTEE MEETING
Great Asby, Cumbria

12th February 2017
NATIONAL COMMITTEE MEETING
Garrick Theatre, Stockport

29, 30 September, 1 October 2017
NORTHERN REGION AGM
& CONFERENCE
City Theatre, Durham

12th March 2017
RELATIONSHIP MEETINGS
Chesil Theatre, Winchester & Nantwich
Players Theatre

Theatres and LTG Reps

Checking the returns for the Year Book
with lists of names and addresses kept by

Tom Williams (for the Year Book), Caroline
Chapman (for correspondence, AGMs etc.)
and Michael Shipley (for Newsletter printed
copies) has been quite a complicated
task, especially when information for
whatever reason does not get passed to all
departments! Will Reps please remember
that information should be sent
primarily to the Secretary – linking in
with the Newsletter and Year Book editors
is an added bonus!
It has now been drawn to your editor’s
attention that two theatres have left
the Guild over the past twelve months
– Keighley Playhouse and Edward
Alderton Theatre, Bexleyheath.
It also seems that the allocation of stars
to the front cover of the Newsletter and Year
Book needs to be revised after a few years of
additions and removals! The map was never
intended to be strictly accurate geographically;
rather it was conceived as a view of Britain at
night with bright lights of theatrical excitement
shining out of the darkness!

Charity Commission

The Charity Commission has been very active recently, seeking to ensure that all trustees are fully aware of their
responsibilities. Attached is a single sheet giving 15 things trustees should be taking account of in order to operate effectively.
The Commission has also issued a document on Trustees and Digital which can be accessed from the Commission
Website https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/making-digital-work-12-questions-for-trustees-to-consider
Finally, the Commission is undertaking consultation exercise on the annual return that all charities have to make.
There is a simple on line questionnaire which can be accessed at https://www.gov.uk/government/news/commission-opens-consultationon-the-annual-return
The consultation closes on 9 March 2017

New Code of Governance Consultation

Charity governance has been in the spotlight since the Code was
last updated in 2010. There have been significant developments
in what is expected of charities, their practices, and the legal
framework in which they operate.
As part of its long-standing dialogue with charities, the Code
of Good Governance Steering Group has developed a draft new
Code to reflect these changes, and to contribute to strengthening
charities’ governance and are now inviting feedback on the
proposed new Code.
A press release detailing the changes to the code and the
consultation process can be found at http://www.governancecode.
org/consultation/
The consultation ends on 3 February 2017.

Year Book

Editor Tom Williams writes:
Many thanks to all of you who contributed to the Year Book which
was published before Christmas. So far, no-one has pointed out
any obvious errors.
I still have one or two niggles mainly about the lack of information
from some theatres about their productions. All we ask for is the
title of the production, the name of the author and the audience
figures. I never cease to be amazed that some people who submit
copy make mistakes about titles and authors or leave the author’s
name out. In the latter case, I normally find it by going to the
theatre’s website! Also, several theatres do not seem able to give
audience figures, something which I would have thought was
essential information for Committees to have in order properly to
carry out their duty to ensure financial health and probity.
The same process will go start in July 2017 and I am looking at
ways to make the task easier for theatres.

New Chair for Parliamentary Committee

Damian Collins MP has been named as the new Chair of the
Culture, Media and Sports Committee. This is good news for
us in that he was the chair of the committee to which we gave
evidence last year at Westminster on ‘Countries of Culture’, so he
will hopefully remember that the LTG actually exists!

New Director for Theatres Trust

In November it was announce that Jon Morgan, Director of
the Federation of Scottish Theatre, had been appointed the new
Director of Theatres Trust. Jon starts in January 2017, and we look
forward to welcoming him in the new year.

A Cautionary Tale

Do you have a risk assessment for that? Well of course you do. We
all have risk assessments for many aspects of our
theatre work, but how often are they revisited
and what do you do to ensure that everyone
undertaking a task is apprised of the risks
involved and the action that should be taken to
minimise the risk.
The serious accident at Alton Towers which
resulted in life threatening injuries and a fine of £5
million shows how we should always be on our
guard. The safe operation of the ride was covered
by a very detailed risk assessment. Regrettably,
the safety issues addressed in the risk assessment
were not in place and the accident took place.

Little Theatre Guild of Great Britain
www.littletheatreguild.org
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Letter from the Chairman

Where did 2016 go? In fact as I write this piece for the February
2017 Newsletter I’m thinking where did my time
as Chairman go - soon I will hand over the reins to
Mike Smith. It seems only yesterday I was taking
over from Kevin Spence.
No doubt like me many of you will have completed
a busy Christmas period at your theatres and are
now settling back into the more normal routines
of your play presentations. It did make me think
over the festive period how important to many
of us the Christmas show is. Over the years I
have seen how these shows have risen in style and presentation
to compete with the big productions on the professional stage.
It is great to see how we, as amateurs, may not have the bank
balance to spend lots of money on a production but we can still
be incredibly inventive and resourceful and our talent can produce
excellent family entertainment at a fraction of the ticket price. Oh
yes we can!
One aspect of the Christmas production, if my own theatre is
typical, was the debate which hit the national news and the end of
last year – “Should it be curtains for eating in the theatre”? Many
high profile actors are calling for a ban on eating in the theatre
auditorium. Eating in theatres seems to be on the increase with
many audiences inspired by the cinema model of eating your
way through the performance. A discreet drink or snack is fine,
but eating noisy and sometimes smelly food is inconsiderate and
affects other audience members enjoyment. To balance this some
feel that allowing eating in the theatre is encouraging young people
to attend. What’s your experience and how do you deal with it?
Back on the National Committee’s agenda over the coming
months are our Relationship Meetings.
Listening to comments
from the 2016 Regional Conferences we have included specific
topics to debate so that we have a base for good discussion and
cascading of information. The dates appear in the Newsletter. I
urge you to attend these and also spread the word in your theatre
and encourage members of your committees to come along too.
The debate generated at these meetings is important to the

Welcome to a new
Associate Member
BLACKFRIARS THEATRE & ARTS CENTRE
Spain Lane,
Boston,
Lincolnshire,
PE21 6HP
Tel: 01205 363108
www.blackfriarsartscentre.co.uk
Blackfriars
Theatre
and
Arts Centre is
Grade II* listed.
The two-storey
building was the

Welcoming New Members

National Committee so having a good cross section of delegates
from member theatres is important.
At the same time please check the dates for the various regional
conferences being held during 2017 so that we can have good
support for these important events – and again encourage new
attendees too!
Cuts in professional theatre funding hit the headlines again late
last year as local councils across the UK reduce spending in this
area. It is also interesting to read that the House of Commons
Culture, Media and Sport Select Committee under the Chairmanship
of MP Damian Collins, said there should be a greater appreciation
of the cultural treasures and creative innovation to be found across
the UK and especially outside London. As you know I attended a
session at Westminster as part of the Countries of Culture Inquiry.
The Commons Committee stated there should be a better balance
in grants across the UK, and the Arts Council said it was increasing
funding outside London. This may not directly help our theatres
but to be invited to attend the session was encouraging and I know
we will keep these contacts. This is just one more opportunity to
raise the profile of the LTG at a national level.
One thing I do know as our 70th Anniversary Year draws to a
close the resilience of the members of the LTG is as strong as ever.
We have become masters at dealing with the many operational
and management issues of running our theatres. The skill and
commitment I have witnessed as I have visited theatres is
staggering. Long may it continue!
Finally, the National Conference in April at The Archway Theatre,
Horley marks the end of my two year tenure of office as your
Chairman. It has been an absolute pleasure and privilege to be
Chairman. I thank everyone for their support and companionship,
particularly as we celebrated the 70th Birthday of the Guild. It is
reassuring to see the enthusiasm for the Little Theatre Guild is
as strong as ever and the interest from theatres to join is on the
increase as more and more see the strong benefits of
our organisation.
I hope 2017 is a very successful year for everyone
in the Guild and you enjoy continuing to fly the flag of
amateur theatre.
Andrew Lowrie

refectory of a Dominican friary that was
“heavily restored and altered” in 1963. The
interior retains a 17th-century staircase,
although not in its original position. At the
Suppression of the Monasteries, material
from the Friary was used to repair sea
walls. Blackfriars undoubtedly plays a
very important role as Boston’s centre for
entertainment and the arts. It is home to
two very successful local amateur dramatic
and operatic groups, as well as hosting a
varied programme of professional stage
productions.
Its history as a venue for the arts dates
to a meeting of the local drama and arts
groups which took place in 1959, at which it
was resolved to find premises, which could
be converted, into a theatre. The idea of
creating a “Little Theatre” from the remains

Vice Chairman Mike Smith reports:
I visited both Cleadon Little Theatre and Phoenix Theatre,
Blyth, new LTG members in 2016, and saw very good productions
of Ladies Day at Cleadon and The Pitmen Painters at Blyth.
The theatres are very different. Cleadon has 72 seats and they
did the play in the round as the stage was out of action due to
insulation work. The hall is very small so you almost feel you
are in the play. A nice feature is a Pop-Up bar at the back of the
auditorium. They were persuaded to join by Dolores Poretta-Brown
whom many will know and who often comes to conferences with
the Westovian contingent.
The Phoenix Theatre in Blyth is a large Community Arts Centre
with 299 seats. They took one seat out as apparently you get a
better deal on royalties if you have under 300 seats. The theatre
opened in 1997 with the aid of Lottery and other local funding. It
has a main theatre, studio/rehearsal space and a bar. The Pitmen
Painters has a lot of local resonance as Ashington were the pitmen
came from is only about five miles away. As a result the accents
were very authentic.
At both theatres I talked to the LTG Reps Frank Ditchburn
(Cleadon) and Alison Thoburn (Phoenix) and toured both
theatres. Alison made an interesting point when she said that they
decided to join LTG as NODA could not provide much support on
running a theatre. With the addition of these two theatres we now
have six members in the North East (Peoples, Westovians, Royalty,

of the thirteenth century Dominican Friary, in
Spain Lane, was formed, and in September
1961 the Blackfriars Trust was formed to
raise money for the conversion, supported
by a grant from the Ministry of Works.
The opening of the theatre in 1966 was the
first stage in the development of a complete
Arts Centre. Over the following years two
studios, a kitchen and office were added,
and in 1980 the first full-time professional
director was appointed. Today Blackfriars
has a full-time theatre manager and relies
on a dedicated force of volunteers. It is a
registered charity. The principal amateur
groups using the theatre are Boston
Playgoers and Cutwater Productions,
and the local operatic society. It will be
great to meet members of these groups at
our conferences and seminars.

Durham, Phoenix and Cleadon). With that I will try and arrange a
Hub/Relationship meeting in the new year.

Safeguarding Advice

Eddie Redfern, the Guild’s Youth Co-ordinator and Safeguarding
Officer has brought his own theatre’s policy up-to-date in respect
of mobile phones backstage.
At Archway Theatre, Horley the new policy has been lodged
with the local council, and copies are placed at strategic points
around the theatre. Parents of all Youth Workshop members have
been sent a copy. The changes all relate to mobile phones.
1. There are to be NO MOBILE PHONES BACKSTAGE, except for
one for the stage manager. The use of mobile phones in dressing
rooms is discouraged.
2. There are to be no mobile phones or electronic equipment with
the ability to take photographs in any dressing rooms used
by children in any production. A hotel-style safe has been
purchased, and any phones belonging to youngsters will be held
secure by the lead chaperone during any costume rehearsals and
performances.
3. Safeguarding training is being provided for as many members as
possible, especially for Directors, Stage Managers, ASMs and FoH
teams. Such training will last approximately 1 hour.
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News from
Member Theatres
Ilkley Playhouse has decided to
present occasional ‘relaxed’ adapted
performances so that families with
autistic children and those suffering from
dementia, autism, learning disabilities and
sensory or communication needs can see
the show. The pilot scheme was rolled out
in December for The Lion, the Witch and
the Wardrobe, and the long term goal is
for relaxed performances to become a
standard part of the regular schedule.

At Wilmslow Green Room it has been
decided to bring to a natural end the
association with nearby Gawsworth Hall
where a summer production on the lawns
has taken place every year since 1972. It
has become apparent - especially recently
- that there have been considerable
difficulties in gathering a cast and crew
for Gawsworth productions. Audience
numbers had dropped in recent years, and
so it was felt that the arrangement with the
Hall had ‘run its natural course’. In earlier
years, large audiences had supported the
Shakespeare productions at Gawsworth,
and the profits had kept the society afloat.
”The Executive is hugely appreciative of the
support received from Gawsworth during
the 44 years of working together. We
would also like to thank and remember all
those members who have either performed
or served as crew over the years.
Things change, as indeed they should.”
The Fisher Room at Theatr Fach,
Llangefni was busy over the summer
months as it was used regularly by North
Wales Police for weekly workshops for
children in the area. Two Anglesey youth
groups presented a production that focused
on the dangers of social media and the
impact that Facebook/Instagram/Twitter
have on a young person’s psyche. Another
event last year was organized to help raise
money for the Patagonia Volunteer Project,
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promoting the continuity of Welsh speaking
in Patagonia.
Talisman Theatre, Kenilworth expect
to reach some decision or conclusion this
Spring about their possible re-location to
Smalley Place in Kenilworth; but as this
could not be achieved even if a positive
decision is finally taken, before 2020,
repairs to the existing theatre, long
delayed, really have now to be tackled.
So the theatre will go dark from June to
September for much delayed work on the
house and fabric.
At Bromley Little Theatre, signing up
to a new five year lease with its special
provisos for a thirty year extension, is
enabling long overdue improvements to
the building to be planned and started.
Specialist architects have been engaged
to prepare a feasibility plan to significantly
re-configure the building layout to make
the space work better and provide more
flexibility, but immediate short-term plans
include re-roofing the building, improving
access, and upgrading the toilet facilities.
The Boxing Day 2015 flood hit Hebden
Bridge Little Theatre hard, “but with
the help of our own volunteers, the
kindness of strangers, and the support of
the community, we have refurbished the
theatre and improved its resilience against
future flooding. We have spent nearly
£10,000 on three new flood doors and on
waterproofing one of the fire exits, thanks
to grants from the council and rotary
club. The flood doors not only look good,
but boast ‘zero leakage of water at 600
mm demonstrated under test conditions
for periods in excess of 48 hours’, so we
should be safe - unless we get a flood
of biblical proportions! We replaced the
carpets, plastered the walls, decorated and
fitted new skirting boards, and another
rotary grant has paid for smart new house
curtains. The theatre looks better for its
makeover and can face the future with
confidence.”
Questors Theatre, Ealing will be
representing Great Britain at the IATA
Mondial du Theatre Festival between 21st
and 30th August 2017 in Monaco, taking a
revival of Red Peppers. Tower Theatre,
Islington is also going abroad, with a
production of The Importance, to Gorton
Theatre, Gloucester, Massachusetts in April.
At Lancaster the Footlights
Club is intending to firm up
on the new foyer design for
the Grand Theatre, following
public consultation. The plan is
to obtain planning permission
and then re-launch a renewed
fundraising drive to raise the
£1.35 million it will cost to build
it. And at Abbey Theatre, St
Albans at an EGM on 29th
November, the members voted
overwhelmingly for the plan to
develop the theatre building
on the basis of the proposals
from theatre architects Haworth
Tompkins. Massive fund raising
plans are now being prepared.

There are ambitious plans at Ilkley
Playhouse to increase the size of the main
auditorium from 148 seats to 250 seats,
with a properly raked auditorium and a more
customer friendly and inviting downstairs
foyer and bar. A pre-planning application
has been lodged with Bradford MBC, and if
this is successful, the membership will be
consulted, and funding options explored.
The feeling is very strongly that “we
have to continue to develop our role as a
community arts centre reaching out to the
whole community and not just operating as
a ‘members only’ amateur dramatic society.”
South London Theatre, in West
Norwood, are making progress to get over
the set-back they experienced in 2016 with
their huge renovation programme, when
the chosen contractors suddenly withdrew.
The plans were re-thought and agreed
with Heritage Lottery, and in September
new contractors moved onto the site of
the old Fire Station to start work. There
is still a short-fall of funding, and fundraising continues strongly. The old fire
station of 1881 is listed Grade II and is
a rare surviving example of a fire station
designed for horse drawn fire engines! The
renovations hope to preserve as much as
possible of the old building.
Jonathan Weightman reports from Lisbon
Players: “The site on which the theatre
stands is in the process of being sold by
the British Government to a construction
company; so if the sale does go through
it’s not looking good for us. But we do have
powerful allies - the local “parish” council
wants the theatre to stay and is unwilling
to permit change of use; and the City
Council has declared in plenary session
that the theatre is a cultural asset to the
city of Lisbon. Under Portuguese law the
City Council have to be given the right
of preference to buy. So let’s see. The
villains in all this are of course the British
government which refuses to see what
an asset this successful, self-supporting
English language theatre is to them and
the wider community. Quite astounding.
Meanwhile our activities continue apace.
Another season, another six productions
and two workshops. Cooking with Elvis
amazingly successful both artistically
and at the box office. The Mikado played
over Novermber/December. An amazing
multinational cast of singers and actors and
an orchestra recruited from students of the
Escola Superior de Música. Amazingly, we
think it’s a Portuguese première!”
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The Kevin Spence Column

Patronising the Patrons
In his pamphlet ‘The
Necessary Theatre’, the
great director Peter Hall
wrote:
‘Today, a bare stage
with a table and two
chairs is enough to make
a room. The actors will
get the audience to
imagine the rest. In the
new century, the game of make-believe
between the audience and the performer
will grow stronger. Give them some bare
boards and good actors and the audience
will believe that they are in Ancient Rome.
Film it and the camera will show the bare
boards and the good actors, but the lack
of Ancient Rome will make it impossible
to believe in it. The screen is literal, the
theatre is metaphorical.’
Yes, some readers will cry – not dissimilar
to Shakespeare’s times – so what, if
anything, has changed? My answer, for
what it’s worth, is the level of theatrical
sophistication in our audiences.
In my youth-theatre work over the
years, I have mounted a number of stage
adaptations of Dickens. Luckily, they have
been invariably well-received. Audiences
seem to love his stories, and the great
sweeping plots, plus a fantastically realised
array of characters make them ideal
vehicles by which to exploit the talents of
young people. Perhaps inevitably, when
work-shopping the material with my young
actors, we have explored many facets of
the life experience of the Oliver Twists of
Dickens’ imagination, as compared to the
average 21st century child. It has proved
salutary to remind the actors that for many
Victorian youngsters life was very much
about survival, with entertainment very
hard to come by, and certainly not high on
their list of priorities. So Oliver Twist, or
his real-life equivalent would be exposed
to little in the way of ‘theatre’, other than
the odd street performer. To watch actors
in a theatre would be beyond the realms
of possibility for him - so to be introduced
to any formal drama would have been
both rare and remarkable. In contrast, the
average young person of today can watch
the amount of ‘drama’ a Victorian child
might see in a lifetime, in a couple of hours
of TV one day after school. In addition, the

LTG Top of the Pops
2015/2016
Year Book editor Tom Williams reports:
The Annual returns for theatres for the
period 1 September 2015 to 31 August
2016 show:
UK Theatres sent returns showing that
there were
955 productions of
641 different plays by
482 different authors
The most popular plays were:
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The Ladykillers

13

Americans as equals, only to regard them
as ripe for exploitation to enhance their
own show business success, gives the
leading roles an ambiguity which modern
audiences are surely sophisticated enough
to grasp. Instead of ‘There’s No Business
like Show Business’ just being a showstopping musical number, it acquires an
extra chilling irony. In the new adaptation,
all references to racial exploitation are
erased, and Sitting Bull becomes a sage
and respected gentleman, with the benefit
of oil discoveries on his reservation.
Unfortunately, these attempts not to
‘offend’ fail to take lessons from our
greatest writer. Shakespeare is full of
instances of attitudes to race and gender
which are unacceptable by today’s
standards, but he has the wonderful
ability to treat these issues with a complex
moral ambiguity, which engenders the
kind of questions for a modern audience
that only really great plays can pose. In
‘Twelfth Night’, we empathise with Sir
Toby, Maria, and Andrew Aguecheek,
but their treatment of Malvolio is beyond
cruel. Similarly, we can admire Portia in
‘The Merchant of Venice’ but she makes
casually racist comments, and is party to
the humiliation of Shylock to an extent far
beyond what his own machinations may
have deserved. There are numerous other
examples which can be cited, but there is
no doubt that it is the morally ambiguous
complexity of Shakespeare that is one of
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream
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The Importance of Being Earnest 9
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The God of Carnage

7
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Entertaining Angels
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advent and success of cinema has made
us all much more sophisticated in terms
of how we understand performance. We
are all experts in body language, nuanced
speech and reading situations without
needing to have them explained.
Consequently, I have been more than
a little irritated with modern directors
recently when mounting productions
of classic plays/musicals. There seems
to be a growing tendency for them to
think that audiences cannot relate to the
themes of a play, unless the play is given a
contemporary setting or adapted to avoid
offence. Apart from forgetting the fact that
the reason such plays are designated as
classics is usually because their stories,
characters and themes are as relevant
today as they were when they were written,
some directors genuinely seem to believe,
that unlike all the previous generations of
theatregoers who have continued to enjoy
these fine plays, the modern audience
needs to have the issues in a play sanitised
and/or spelled out in a modern setting –
just to make sure they ‘get it’!
Now there may be a number of compelling
reasons for translating a historical play to
a contemporary situation. Cynically, the
costume demands are likely to be easier
to deal with – not that any self-respecting
trendy director would ever admit to the
budgetary implications of this as a factor
in his/her choices. But deliberately to
bring a play up to date, so as to make it
more relevant to the audience, usually
underestimates both the play and the
theatregoer.
Furthermore, to adapt plays to make
them more acceptable to modern ideas of
political correctness, not only prevents the
audience from understanding the original
historical/political/social/cultural context
of the play, but can also be instrumental in
delivering precisely the opposite message
to the one intended.
I would just like to consider the recent
adaptations made to the plot of the musical
’Annie Get Your Gun’ to exemplify this
point. The show has the most wonderful
Irving Berlin score, but the book has
become racially problematic for modern
sensibilities. The main problem lies in the
treatment of native Americans in the story.
In the original, they are portrayed as either
stupid, not to be trusted or only worthy of
employment as a circus attraction – or
all of these. On the one hand, the white
characters
are portrayed sympathetically,
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Youth Theatre Matters
Really interesting and special news about Youth Theatre activities
seems to arrive quite rarely these days – is everyone too busy to
spread the news?
The senior Youth Theatre group ‘Cysgodion’ at Theatr Fach,
Llangefni, has had a very busy year, with a number of workshops
being held with different professional performers, including the

The Master Builders
15 years ago English Heritage began a
photographic survey of 50 of London’s West
End theatres, 36 of
which are included
in
the
statutory
list of buildings of
special architectural
or historic interest.
The
first
theatre
on the site of the
Theatre Royal Drury
Lane
opened
in
1663, the original
theatre on the site
of the Theatre Royal
Haymarket in 1720, and the Old Vic dates
from 1818. Of the 50 in English Heritage’s
list 19 date from the great boom period for
theatre design between 1888 and 1916.
During that period there emerged an
extraordinary list of specialised architects
who designed almost nothing but theatres.
The most successful of them was Frank
(“You can’t match ‘im”) Matcham who
from 1879 onwards was responsible
for more than 150 theatres all over the
country, four of them in the West End
including the London Coliseum and the
Victoria Palace. He was closely followed
by C.J. Phipps, and especially W.G.R.
Spague who between 1899 and 1916
was responsible for Wyndham’s, the Noel
Coward (formerly the Albery and the New),
the Aldwych, the Strand, the Ambassador’s
and the St. Martin’s.
There was a second flourish of theatre
building in and around 1930 which saw
the establishment of the Adelphi, the
Arts, the Cambridge, the Dominion, the
Duchess, the Phoenix, the Piccadilly and
the Whitehall. But between the opening of
the Stratford Memorial Theatre in 1932 and
that of the Belgrade in Coventry in 1958
theatre building in this country came to a
virtual standstill. In contrast the past 58
years have seen theatres of all shapes and
sizes springing up all over the country - the
National’s complex on the South Bank, the
Octagon at Bolton, the Royal Exchange in
Manchester, the Nottingham Playhouse, the
festival theatre at Chichester, the Mermaid,
the Barbican, the Crucible at Sheffield
and most recently the Royal Shakespeare
Theatre at Stratford.
I reckon I’ve visited them all, except for
the last. The train journey from Marylebone
to Stratford stops everywhere, and the last
train always leaves well before the final
curtain! But I was fortunate enough to see
Michael Boyd’s history cycle in its prototype
- the Courtyard - and its London recreation
in the Roundhouse. With its furthest seat
only 15 metres from the stage and 86% of

the audience within 10 metres of the stage
I look forward to seeing the final version.
I’ve no doubt that together with the much
loved and now refurbished Swan, it will
become one of my very favourite theatres.
Of course architectural quality and design
are not the only criteria for becoming a
favourite theatre. The Old Vic and the
Aldwych are both beautiful and historic
houses, but for me they are even more
important for the extraordinary range of
theatrical experiences they gave me as
the home for the first thirteen years of the
National and the first twenty two years
of the RSC. The Barbican with its ceiling
“papered with people”, is a very successful
space, but it has to operate within some
of the most hideous and depressing public
areas anywhere. On the other hand the
public areas at the National are some of
the very best - a great bookshop, excellent
restaurants and numerous good bars. But
the Olivier and the Lyttleton are two of the
least successful theatre designs of the last
fifty years. They have been well described
as “beyond human scale; a roofed in
Epidavros and a super cinema with perfect
sightlines”.
At Chichester the auditorium rake is too
shallow and the stage is too wide for a
small scale production and too short for
anything bigger. The result is rather like
a boxing arena, with too many members
of the audience too far from the stage.
More and more I find myself wanting to
see big plays in small spaces, which is why
two of my most favourite theatres are the
Dorfman (formerly the Cottesloe) and the
283 seat Minerva at Chichester. The former
with its almost infinite variety of stagings
and space for an audience perhaps of
300 is almost my ideal of what a modern
theatre should be. It was as good for
“King Lear” and “Sweeney Todd” as it was
for the Mystery Plays and “Larkrise”. The
latter, with its steep concave rake and its
vomitory entrances is very like Questors and all the better for that!
60 years ago, when Questors was still at
the drawing board stage, the vogue word in
theatre design was flexibility - essentially
to free directors and designers from the
tyranny of the proscenium arch and to
provide them with the staging best suited
to the text on which they are working. In
50 years we have discovered - as others
have - that so long as there is fixed seating
nothing can change the basic focus - and
thus the basic relationship between actors
and audience - in any theatre. And Questors
has 180° of fixed seating! What we have
really proved is that there is no such thing
as a successful adaptable theatre unless
both stage and seating are fully and freely
mobile - as they are in the Dorfman.

Some Fund Raising Tips
There is a distinct role for every Studio member in the fundraising process – so dust off those fetching little thinking caps and
apply your not inconsiderable powers to the task ahead:
• does your employer offer a matched funding scheme? why not ask…
• do you have any contacts in the building trade? let’s talk to them…
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National Theatre of Wales, as well as a trip to Pontio, the new
theatre in Bangor.
The Greenroom Students at Ilkley Playhouse were very busy
just before Christmas, with 23 junior students preparing Alice for
two studio matinee performances in December; while 20 senior
students were involved in the main house Christmas show, The Lion,
the Witch and the Wardrobe. As well as these events, members of
both groups prepared a Shakespeare inspired entertainment for the
Christmas Coffee Morning at the theatre on 10th December. The
group started work again on 7th January; fees are £40 per term.
Perhaps the real lesson of those 50
years is that what we need are disposable
theatres, as Michael Billington suggested
at a Guild conference in 1972. As an art
form theatre is essentially transient. If it
is to survive, let alone flourish, it must be
prepared to change in response to changes
in society. As Peter Brook wrote in 1968
“I can take any empty space and call it a
bare stage. A man walks across this empty
space whilst someone else is watching
and this is all that is needed for an act of
theatre to be engaged.”
In an age of austerity demolition is probably
too expensive a solution! So recent years
have seen in London alone a number
of theatres being reconstructed and
redesigned. They range from the recently
completed £80 million refurbishment of the
National which included the modernisation
of the Cottesloe and its rebirth as the
Dorfman, the re-design of the Warehouse
and its emergence in 1993 as the 251 seated
Donmar, the tiny 180 seated in-the-round
Orange Tree at Richmond, which moved
across the road from its original space over
a pub, major re-designs and modernisation
at the Royal Court, the Young Vic and the
Almeida, and a new home for the Bush in
west London, after 40 years above a local
pub, in the old Shepherd s Bush Library
which is even now being upgraded at a
cost of £4 million. For several of these
projects the architect has been Steve
Tompkins of Haworth Tompkins, who in
2014 won the RIBA Sterling Prize for his
work on the Liverpool Everyman. In any
history of theatre architecture he will be
remembered alongside Matcham, Phipps
and Spague as one of the master builders!
August 2016
Martin Bowley
Some quotes from Steve Tompkins,
thanks to a piece in The Observer on 16th
October:
“Theatre architecture
is not just about
performance.
It’s
about how you frame
civil society. Where are
the spaces in which
strangers can meet in
peace in a city?”
“A theatre should
behave like a good
host, pull people in
Steve Tompkins
and diminish divisions, Haworth Tompkins
Architects
where you feel at home
at any time of the day.”
“Intelligent people become foamymouthed arch-conservatives when it
comes to architecture.”
“Lighting is crucial. A lot of foyers are overlit.”

• do you have a cousin who’s a quantity surveyor? we’d
love to meet them…
• do you have £50,000 down the back of the sofa?
well, hello there…
Inspired thinking and practical suggestions can
be directed to….
(from the Newsletter for Studio Theatre, Salisbury)
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“What I Look for in
Assessing a New Script”Well known GoDA adjudicator Colin
Dolley contributed the following article to
the recent GoDA directory, and has kindly
agreed for it to be reprinted here:
For some years I have been judging the
annual George Taylor Award for new plays
entered in the National Drama Festival
Association Competition. Recently I was
asked to judge the nationwide Manx Arts
Council new play Competition. Before the
first performance of the winning play,
Morning Star by Stephen Harper, I
was asked to give a short talk about the
qualities I look for in a new play script. This
is a brief summary of that talk which might
have a wider interest.
Eight Elements
1. Plot
Is there a narrative storyline to form the
basis of the script? In all plays – whether
it be high drama or farcical comedy - there
should be a sense of conflict which marks
out the plot.
2. Themes
Beneath the plot there should be
recognisable themes (i.e. What is the play
really about? This may cover some of the
myriad emotions in the human condition
- e.g. love, hate, revenge, guilt, grief,
jealousy, sexuality, vulnerability, humour.)
Romeo and Juliet is not just a love story but
is concerned with marital and family distrust,
teenage angst, dawning sexuality, the
generation gap, conflict, anger, and death.
3. Setting
Has the play a sense of Place and Time?
Time was when a play – and especially a
one-act play was given a single setting:
(e.g. Lady Audley’s drawing room one
morning in Spring). But in recent decades
plays can be give multiple settings moving through various locations using
stylised scenery and imaginative lighting
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and sound to trigger the audience’s
imagination to accept a change in time or
space. If this is accomplished effectively
audiences will create each new scene in
their mind. However it is achieved there
should be a sense of time and place.
4. Characters
Vital to the success of a play are the
characters who should be well-rounded
and hold our attention. Each will have a
back-story which will be revealed gradually
as the plot unfolds. A well-written play
will have a subtext and in this area the
audience will begin to feel what is under the
façade of the characters: their passions,
fears and emotions. Having created the
characters the playwright has to develop
the relationships between them, to explore
the shifting group dynamic as each new
person appears. This will determine how
the plot unfolds.
5. Dialogue
The language should suit the characters
and their situation. Beyond the individual
speeches there should be rhythm in the
dramatic flow. This might be smooth and
poetic or fractured and abrasive depending
on the scene of the play. In many ways
it is the dialogue which remains the most
demanding aspect of play-writing. It is
clearly allied to Style.
6. Style
This can refer to such broad genres as
tragedy, romance, high drama, or comedy
- and within those styles there are many
subsections. Take, for example, Comedy:
the light comedies of Noel Coward, the
black comedies of Joe Orton, the early
domestic Alan Ayckbourn plays, the punchy
social John Godber comedies, and the pure
farce of Feydeau or Michael Frayne’s Noises
Off - each has its own distinctive style.
7. Shape
Like all creative work plays should have
structure. The playwright needs to shape
the work so there are shifts in mood, in
tone, in character. There should be highs
and lows with climaxes and development in
the plot. The characters and the narrative
should move forward. Without that journey,

New Writing
There was a piece in The Stage in October
entitled “Amdram brings new work to an
appreciative wider audience” – apparently
it would seem that the writer, a Mr Lukowski,
has only just noticed that amateurs actually do
present new writing!
LTG PRO Kevin Spence penned a reply for the Guild, including
the following comments: “I am sure a number of grateful writers
are pleased to find (in Amdram) a very valuable outlet for their
efforts, which not only increases their income, but which brings
their work to a much wider audience. Sadly, a couple of years ago
I encountered an Executive Director of a major regional producing
theatre at a conference, who was lamenting the inability of her own
theatre to develop the new writing they had started to develop,
due to lack of funding. When I suggested that a whole network of
amateur theatre in the UK might help to extend the life of this work
without the need for extra funding, she immediately lost interest.
Perhaps, the writers themselves might have viewed this suggestion
differently if they had been consulted. Ironically, I am privileged to
be directing the world premiere of a new work by an established
playwright myself in the very near future as a community project.
I hope writers and their agents will take heart from reading this.”
Of course the LTG since its very inception has encouraged its
members to tackle new writing, and in the recent History of the
last 70 years there are significant references to the successes and

without shape,
the play will be
flat and soon
loose its appeal.
8. Length
One frequent
failing in new
playwrights is to
over-overwrite.
There
is
a
tendency to say
the same thing two or three times for fear
that the audience will fail to understand.
Actually audiences are more intelligent
than some new playwrights imagine. My
advice is to write the play as you wish first
and then go back and re-write and brutally
cut out anything which is in anyway
superfluous.
Those are the main areas I look for in
judging a new play which I only see as a
script not an onstage production. I could
add a ninth area and that is
Originality
Just occasionally we discover the
excitement of finding a playwright who
captures something entirely original in
style, situation, shape, tone or character.
Other positives to a new play might include
an arresting opening - and a strong conclusion.
It has been said that a great ending can
sometimes redeem a mediocre play.
Finally and perhaps most importantly
I ask myself was I involved with the
characters. Did it touch me emotionally?
Did it make me laugh or move me or make
me think? If a play succeeds in all three in
the same play then you may well have a
triple success!
Colin Dolley
*
Further details of this year’s Manx
New Playwriting Competition can be
obtained from Manx Arts Council email:
iomartscouncil@gov.im

failures of this policy. The fact that new writing at the moment is
at its liveliest in the amateur world would seem at last to have
penetrated the professional mindset! We should be seeing this as
‘Investing in the Future’.
At Apollo Theatre, Newport IOW the UK premiere of a new
Canadian play, The Selkie Wife, took place in October. Director
Ginnie Orrey wrote in the Newsletter: “It has been a huge pleasure
and a genuine privilege to direct this play, and it’s been worth
waiting eight years for! At the time of writing, despite the dedicated
activities of the marketing team the houses aren’t looking all that
good, but we shouldn’t beat our-selves up too much — the Apollo
Theatre was always intended to bring both favourites and unknown
shows to Island audiences, and while better-known shows are
often runaway box-office successes we can be proud of doing
something new. As a rare privilege we were given permission to
film the show; and I was in constant contact with the author, Kelley
Jo Burke, via facebook, which meant that she was able to watch as
the production unfolded (and listen to our Vectis Radio interviews).’
At Chesil Theatre, Winchester October’s presentation of the
5th 10x10 Festival of New Writing had four performances with
nearly all seats sold. Over 170 submissions had been ‘waded’
through, and a dedicated and hard-working production team
obtained a very high standard for the ten short plays on offer. “It
is always good to see new directors coming forward for this event,
and so many new and young cast members. I hope they remain
connected with the Chesil for the future”, was the Chairman’s
comment in the Newsletter.
A new Festival has been announced at Stockport Garrick. The
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October Newsletter announced:
“It is planned to hold a week-long Literary Festival of New
Writing at Stockport Garrick Theatre from Sunday, 9 July to
Sunday 16 July 2017. That’s right, folks: a week-long literary
festival. Of new writing. At the Garrick.
What’s this going to consist of? At present, of course, plans are
very much developing. Over the coming months, more and more
details will be revealed as the festival takes shape and ideas evolve
first into intentions and then into concrete actualities. For the time
being, a quick-and-rough summary would be something like this:
- Workshops, masterclasses, talks and discussions on a range of
theatre and new-writing related topics.
- Interviews with luminaries from the world of theatre (e.g. writers,
directors, actors, producers, critics)
- New writing projects aiming to involve local talent and produce
something original to mark the event.
The dream is that this might become a recurrent event, celebrating
and developing the Stockport Garrick’s contribution to the British

Arts Council England Analysis of Theatre in England
Final Report by BOP
Consulting & Graham
Devlin Associates
September 2016
The Arts Council is making the following
proposals for the period 2018 – 2022 in
response to this report:
Given the evidence in the theatre
analysis, the live-to-digital report, our own
soundings, and data and analysis, the Arts
Council will test and develop the following
proposals with a view to strengthening
the theatre sector in England during
the next investment period, 2018-22.
Proposal 1: new “producing hubs”
We will look to invest in up to three new
“producing hubs” outside London. These
hubs will test a place-based approach
to supporting artistic risk-taking and
developing and strengthening talent and
audiences as the basis of building vibrant
local theatre ecologies. We would seek
out genuinely collaborative bids (involving
a range of theatres, theatre companies,
festivals and arts centres of different types
and scales) across a defined geographical
area.
Successful
applications
would
demonstrate:
* a clear sense of the intended outcomes
from the new producing hub
* a genuine commitment to resource
sharing – in all its forms
* strong delivery of the Creative Case for
Diversity
* distribution of work within and beyond
Arts Council defined areas (ie both touring
and digital distribution)

* plans to develop adventurous new work
for new and existing audiences tied to a
credible programme of artist development
that draws on best practice – locally,
nationally and internationally
Proposal 2: new leadership programmes
We will explore how we can help the
theatre industry – alongside other areas
of the arts and cultural sector – increase
its range of leadership and workforce
development programmes. We will review
a range of programmes both inside and
outside the arts sector to see which is
applicable or relevant. Any initiatives
we undertake will complement others in
the industry including the Arts Council’s
strategic funding programmes such as
Sustained Theatre and Elevate. This work
will be informed by the workforce strategy
for the theatre and performing arts sector
currently being developed by SOLT and
UK Theatre in theatre management and
technical skills, due in December 2016.
Proposal 3: support for a wider range
of leadership appointments
We will explore ways that we can support
the boards of key strategic organisations
to improve the diversity of senior executive
appointments by, for example, ensuring
that additional support and time-limited
resources are available to help new
executives to “bed in”.
Proposal 4: strengthening touring
and supporting risk
* We will explore the development of a
“guarantee against loss” scheme, which
has been requested frequently in our
discussions with both the commercial and
not for profit theatre sectors.
* We will explore the possibility of using

Shakespeare, Marlowe and Henry VI
Did you catch the news that the new edition of the New Oxford
Shakespeare Edition of Henry VI is stating on its title page that
the three plays are by Shakespeare AND Christopher Marlowe.
Modern scholarship claims to have established strongly and clearly
that the authorship is a shared one. “We can now be confident that
they didn’t just influence each other, but they worked with each
other. Rivals do sometimes collaborate.”
This new edition of the three plays comes in four volumes, and a
digital edition was staggered between late October and December.
It includes the complete works in both original and modern spelling
and punctuation, explanatory notes and essays, and an authorship
companion with research in attribution studies.
It is interesting that recent studies into Arden of Faversham, whose
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theatre landscape.
Needless to say, there’ll be lots
of opportunities to get involved
– and lots of help, support
and sheer enthusiasm will be
needed to pull this project off
and to turn it into the blistering
success we’re envisaging.
For now, carry the idea
around in your subconscious
and see whether it spawns any suggestions of your own (and,
hopefully, a burning desire to take part). And watch this space, as
they say, for more…”
At Progress Theatre, Reading WriteFest 2017 will be in
September! Submissions opened on 1st January and the deadline
for sending scripts will be 1st April. The full set of rules will be on
the Progress Theatre website.
Grant-in-Aid funds to respond quickly to
successful shows produced by National
Portfolio Organisations and enable them to
be remounted, extended or toured on, with
a view to addressing the gap of quality
drama on the middle-scale.
* We will explore providing additional
funds so tours supported by Grants for
the Arts could respond to the demand for
additional performances/dates. This would
benefit primarily small-scale touring and
would provide an improved distribution
of productions through longer tours and
would increase value for money.
* We will explore how we can use the
Strategic Touring Programme to provide
a small number of “touring contracts” to
enable annual tours from building based
or touring organisations. The funds would
be subject to confirmation of a strong tour
schedule, including audience projections, a
viable budget and showing that the reach
of and demand for the project represents
good value for money.
Proposal 5: live-to-digital
We will work with a range of interested
partners on further action research projects
to explore new collaborative approaches to
building cross over audiences for both live
and live-to-digital theatre activity.
The whole report can be found on the
Arts Council website, as well as the
Arts Council response, plus a useful
set of maps. I think all member theatres
would find it useful to check this out – it is
full of useful stuff! I think the way the Arts
Council sees fit to respond to this report in
the short term will be of most interest and
relevance to our theatres going forward.
Kevin Spence, LTG PRO

first publication in 1592 was by ‘anonymous’ is now attributed to
Shakespeare and another hand – but not that of Marlowe or Kyd.
Further research also confidently attributes scenes in The Spanish
Tragedy to Shakespeare. And so the work of
Shakespeare seems to grow by the year!
The scholarship however is not entirely one
way – research is now confidently attributing
the hand of Thomas Middleton in large
sections of All’s Well that Ends Well.
Professor Gary Taylor commented: “Doubts
may be cast on these conclusions. You can’t
say anything about Shakespeare without
somebody disagreeing with you…but our
knowledge of the past increases by debate of
this kind.”
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Theatre Spaces Going Dark
All over the country, it seems, theatre spaces are going
dark; premises are being closed as owners can make more
profitable use of the sites, and amateur societies are finding
it increasingly difficult to find suitable spaces in which to
perform. This is not a problem confined to the South East of
the country – it is being replicated everywhere.
Nikki Packham, writing in the Newsletter for Theatre
62, West Wickham commented recently as follows:
“Whilst several local venues used by amateurs and
previously run by their councils have run into difficulties,
we at Theatre 62, and Bromley Little Theatre, do not have
to worry about the council selling our venue to a hungry
developer, or someone who has no interest in amateur
theatre and merely wants the venue to make as much profit
as possible. However, we do have landlords and landlords
can be difficult and/or demanding, so it pays to ensure our
venues are well run and community focussed, with a visible
presence in the area and regularly playing a part in local
events.
You also need an online presence on Facebook and Twitter,
publicity that’s vibrant and “out there” and a willingness to
think about the audience experience every time. Organising
play readings, play study groups, theatre outings and other
social events to cultivate an open and inclusive society can

Relaxed
Performances
In connection with the plan to
present ‘relaxed performances’ at
Ilkley Playhouse referred to in
another column, a full explanation of
what this was likely to involve was
offered to the members in the October
Newsletter, which deserves repeating
here.
“Many aspects of a standard theatre
experience can cause difficulties for
autistic people or those who suffer
from memory loss. Busy foyers,
unexpected music, lights going up
and down and applause can all be
unsettling. Even the interval can

really boost membership, and don’t forget the men! Men
of all ages seem like gold dust, but once you’ve captured a
few, more may well follow! Needless to say, Theatre 62 is
pretty good in all these areas, but no society can afford to
rest on its laurels as they say – where did that phrase come
from – Julius Caesar perhaps?”
Nikki does not mention in her piece the pressure that some
theatres are facing by the increasing number of closures
to venues – the desire to hire a little theatre in which to
present a show. As church halls are being sold off, and
local authority venues are being priced out of reach, many
little theatres are faced with increasing requests to allow
their premises to be hired out. While lettings do bring in
desirable income, and clearly improve the financial viability
of the theatre, they can play havoc with long established
methods of working on stage and with rehearsals, causing
anger and disruption within the society.
Finding the right balance gets harder and harder as
the pressure mounts, and volunteers reduce in number.
Some theatres have to appoint a lettings officer to cope
with the pressure (which also comes from more and more
budding professionals seeking a ‘cheap’ outlet for their
post Edinburgh Fringe offerings), and of course treasurers
maintain a constant pressure for increased income to meet
growing expenditure! Increasingly our premises have
to be seen as a ‘community space’, which perhaps
we have a duty to make available to our community
at large!

confuse because it seems strange to
leave the auditorium in the middle of
an event.
During a relaxed performance,
the house lights may well stay on
during the show and families will be
warned when to expect loud noises.
For anyone overwhelmed during the
performance, a “chill out” area will be
provided, in which the show can be
followed via speakers or a screen so
that the audience is not disoriented
by a disjointed story upon re-entering
the auditorium. There may also be a
pre-show walk around the theatre.
I would like to emphasise that this is
about inclusivity, not targeting. These
performances are for anyone who
would benefit from a more relaxed
performance environment, including
people suffering from dementia, those

Will We Lose Our Dialects?
A report published in September 2016 – The Sounds of
2066 – suggests that ‘talking to machines and listening to
Americans’ will kill off cherished English regional dialects,
accents and even phrases and lead to a more universally
informal spoken English. Keyboards may well be replaced by
voice recognition technology. We will be talking comfortably
to our cars, washing machines, fridges, taxi apps, and
online banking services. Our language will be informal,
chatty and even jokey, as we drift inevitably into talking the
way Californians are talking. What hope then for Cockneys,
Essex Man, Geordies, and Glaswegians?
The report suggests that as we attempt to sound less
grand and drop RP, and to adopt yoof-speak, with all the
laziness of dropped consonants and swallowed vowels,

with an autistic spectrum condition,
sensory or communication disorders,
or a learning disability. As we strive to
develop the playhouse as a hub of the
arts for all, our objective must be to
make such performances part of our
mainstream season. We must lead
the way in an attitudinal shift in non
professional theatre to a point in a year
or two where the printed programme
might say, “Monday night, signed
performance for the hard of hearing;
Tuesday night, relaxed performance”.
Our theatre is for everyone.
David Kirk”
(The Newsletter also highlighted that
Ilkley’s Front of House Volunteers had
met for an ‘awareness session’ in a
bid to make the Playhouse ‘dementia
friendly’.)

the pronunciation of celebs like Jamie Oliver and Jonathan
Ross will become the norm. Given the mix of multicultural
pronunciation from the Caribbean, West African and Asian
communities, and “the status of London as the linguistically
most influential city in the English speaking world, we can
expect to see significant changes between now and the
middle of the century.”
So what might happen to drama, and the English theatre?
Will Pygmalion still hold the stage except as a curiosity? Will
anyone be interested in struggling with hurricanes hardly
ever happening in Hereford? Already old newsreels and old
radio programmes from 70 or more years ago are raising a
giggle at the stilted forms of pronunciation then considered
the norm. It can be painful listening to Maggie Thatcher
recorded only 30 years ago. But do younger people care?
We will have to wait and see, of course, but change does
seem to be running faster than ever.
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AITA/IATA –

International Matters for Youth
AITA/IATA World Festival of
Children’s Theatre, Stratford,
Ontario, Canada
5 – 14 June 2016
The World Festival of Children’s Theatre
(WFCT) is a biennial event held every four
years in Lingen, Germany and between in
any country willing to host it. This year it
was in the very beautiful town of Stratford,
Ontario not far from Niagara Falls.
Stratford has cleverly built on its name –
there is also a River Avon with swans – by
establishing the annual Stratford Festival
at the Festival and Avon Theatres. Adding
nearly 300 children, all aged between 7
and 15 and all mad about theatre, into the
mix was no trouble for the good people of
Stratford and their lovely town.
The groups came from six continents
with productions around the theme of My
World, Our Planet and we saw a wide range
of theatre productions in three theatres.
Productions ranged from the lovely
young people of Uganda with their great
drumming and singing, through a dramatic
piece from Greece on Homer’s Odyssey
and Germany’s delicate performance of the
Pinocchio story, to a graceful story-telling
from a deaf group from Russia.
The children were treated to a Stratford
Festival production of The Lion, The Witch
and the Wardrobe at the Avon Theatre –
it was on the steps of this very theatre
that Justin Bieber was ‘discovered’. WFCT
organisers also hosted a Symposium on
Play! at the town campus of the University
of Waterloo. Over three days, a number
of distinguished people working in various
fields with and for children ‘explored play,
either through the lens of children’s theatre
or as a significant human activity’.
I also did quite a bit of work as the
AITA/IATA held a Council meeting over
three days and, as well as attending the
children’s productions, I also saw Macbeth
in the huge Festival Theatre, the Niagara
Falls and travelled through very beautiful
Mennonite country to see their main centre
of St Jacobs.
So the next WFCT will be back in Lingen,
Germany 22 – 29 June 2018. If you
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would like to take a group to perform, then
please get in touch with Anne Gilmour at
anne.gilmour@questors.org.uk.
The World Festival of Children’s
Performing Arts in Toyama Japan
30 July – 4 August 2016
I was delighted to receive an invitation to
attend this long established festival which
many of my AITA/IATA friends had been
to many times. This was my first time in
Japan and to get over the jet-lag before
the demands of the festival, I spent two
days in Tokyo. Wow! We then took the fast
train, the Shinkansen, across Japan to
Toyama for the festival.
I was a VIP which was wonderful, but it
did mean every moment of my time was
programmed. On some days we started
with a bus trip to a theatre at 08:30 and
the day ended around 23:00. But I did
get to see a beautiful firework display one
evening, took part in a tree planting and in
a tea ceremony.
A children’s performing arts festival means
you get every sort of ‘theatre’ from classical
to modern ballet, tap, drumming, choirs,
puppetry, traditional Japanese music,
masks and even the Brass Band Club of
Horikawa Junior High School playing Deep
Purple’s Smoke on the Water! Fab! And
amongst these usually short performances
were a number of international amateur
theatre productions with a highlight being
the Wordless ‘Fairytale’ from Belgium. I
was invited to write reviews on three of the
theatre pieces which will be in the published
Festival book. On one memorable day I
saw 14 performances!
A wide range of theatres was used,
including one with a stage and auditorium
at least as large as the National Theatre’s
Lyttleton on which I sat for the opening
and closing ceremonies. A number of
‘smaller’ venues, were also used but all
were beautiful and comfortable. And we
were always treated with great courtesy
and warmth.
After the Festival I went with the
President
of
AITA/IATA,
Rob
Van
Genechten, and three representatives
of the Mondial du Theatre, Monaco down
the coast to Matsue. The Ashibue Theatre
in Matsue were interested in holding the
2019 AITA/IATA asbl World Festival and

The old spirit hasn’t died!
The following report comes from Oast Notes, the Newsletter for
Oast Theatre Tonbridge:
“Those members and regular patrons who come to see our shows
will be familiar with the sheer expertise with which our “Playgroup”
produce outstanding sets for each production and which seem to
improve with each succeeding one. Well, now they have exceeded
all our (and I suspect their own) expectations by doing a complete
rebuild of our stage floor.
Last December we discovered that we had a problem when our
piece of scenery building equipment, called a scissor lift, caused
the floor to give way slightly. It was soon discovered that in fact
a large area of the floor was rotten and we had suspected dry
rot. This was patched up so that the plays for the season could
be completed. But there was no hiding the fact that we had a big
problem.
Experts were called and it was ascertained that we had dry
rot, wet rot and fungus. Estimates for remedial work kept rising
as you can imagine, for spraying, and rebuilding and also there
were expected delays in having the stage back and running for this
season. The Treasurer set aside £20,000.00 as an estimate and
considered more.
But the Playgroup refused to be beaten and decided to tackle
the problem themselves. Bearing in mind that we only close for a
short time in the summer, they didn’t give themselves much time.
But by-careful planning they were ready and when River Drama
finished on the 6th August, they moved in on the 7th.
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wanted to explore this option further. But
several weeks later they sadly concluded
that it was not possible for them. But we
had a fascinating two days viewing their
beautiful little 120-seat theatre up in the
woods as well as several larger venues. We
were also taken to the beautiful Yushien
Garden celebrated for its peonies where we
had a most wonderful Japanese meal. And
then back to Tokyo whizzing along on the
Shinkansen for a final night.
This was a visit I will never forget and
I certainly want to go back to explore
more of this wonderful, contradictory and
exhilarating country.
AITA/IATA Council meeting and
NEATA Short Play Festival, The Faroes,
7 – 9 October 2016
The autumn Council meeting of AITA/
AITA gave me the opportunity to visit
the Faroes – eighteen small islands halfway between the Shetlands and Iceland
with a population of about 50,000 whose
main source of income is fish farming. The
scenery was wild and magnificent, when
the sun was out.
Our hosts were the AITA/IATA National
Centre of the Faroes – Meginfelag
áhugaleikara Føroya (MáF) – who had
organised the NEATA (North European
Countries in AITA/AITA Short Play Festival
2016. A really great little one and a half
day festival with 16 newly written plays
from eight countries, each lasting no
longer than 15 mins. It’s a great model for
a short festival.
The plays covered a wide range of topics
from Freedom of Speech; an investigation
into the meaning of ‘offended’; dating on
Tinder; and loneliness. Two were based
around fairy-tales and our Faroese hosts
offered Macbeth unplugged – great fun –
and Green Energy about how a little village
struggles to become entirely green against
all the odds.
In the evening, our hosts organised a
dinner for everyone held on the floor of
the theatre with communal singing and
dancing. It was a tremendous evening.
And the Council got through a lot of work
in preparation for the General Assembly in
August 2017.
Anne Gilmour

They stripped out all the old flooring, but this, in turn, showed
up more problems when they saw the rubbish and discarded brick
work from years of neglect, and broken and rotted joists. There
were countless barrow loads carted to the hired skips. Some
members still have bent backs!
The spray experts came in to deal with the mildew and rot.
But our gallant band then set about constructing new floor joists;
two trap doors to facilitate future inspections; inserting new
ventilating bricks and laying large pipes to help any future electrical
installations to be pulled through. And while they were at it they
installed new heaters at the front of the stage for the comfort of
our audiences. Finally they completely re-laid the entire floor of the
stage to finish with a much better surface than they started with.
All this was completed in time for the start of The Laramie Project
and their rehearsals by 10th September, including helping with that
set as well!
We are so grateful to all the team and helpers. As you can
imagine this was not achieved without tremendous dedication by
all concerned and in lots of cases working for 7 days a week. And
in addition their work saved us a lot of money. Total of c. £3,600.00
plus VAT, including Rentokil and up-grading plumbing and electrics
whilst the floor was up.
Our only real concern now is that having undertaken such a
mammoth task with such success, they will be tempted to take on
more profitable work on a professional basis and scorn the measly
tea and biscuits that we pay them. So please stay chaps. We love
you and cannot do without you.
Laura Collins, Chairman”
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Quotes from
your Newsletters

“All shows were brought in under budget
except one; direct production costs were less
than in the previous season partly because
there were no large costume productions,
but also because of increased use of our
own props and furniture; only 28% of
patrons bothered to buy programmes; the
percentage of tickets bought via the internet
went up to 35% of total sales.” (Some notes
from the treasurer’s report for the AGM at
The Miller Centre Theatre, Crayford)
“Royal Holloway, University of London, is
researching into “amateur dramatics” and
its place in society. One question it raises
is whether what we do should be called
“amateur dramatics”. No, it should not. The
term is forever associated with forgotten
lines and falling scenery. Non-professional
theatre is what we are involved in.” (another
snippet from the Newsletter for The Miller
Centre Theatre, Caterham).
“Our current computer system for members’
details has been in place since 2003 and
is creaking beyond repair! In addition,
computer use and overall technology
has changed almost beyond recognition
and the time is right to introduce a new
members system. This will not only benefit
the administration of membership but also
enable new technology to enhance both our
members and the theatre use of the details
as it will be based on the Internet. Members
who have no internet access need not worry
as their records will continue to be held as
now and updated by the Membership Team.”
(from the Newsletter for Priory Theatre,
Kenilworth)
“Disaster struck last Monday’s performance
of Ladies in Lavender when late in the first
half, all sound dropped out and could not be
revived. Director Jacquelyn Wynter had to
step out front and tell a full house that the
performance had to be cancelled. The culprit
was the sophisticated computer which
controls all the technical input. It suddenly
decided that it needed to upgrade itself to
a new Windows platform - and did so in
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mid-performance. The combined expertise
of our technicians was unable to dissuade
it and the show came to a premature halt.
The problem was later overcome and the
show completed its triumphant run over
the rest of the week.” (from On Stage, the
Newsletter for The Miller Centre Theatre,
Crayford)
“During the pantomime it was entertaining
to see how ladies bravely coped with
standing to let others pass balancing a
handbag the size of a suitcase, spare coats,
scarves, titbits for the children, umbrellas
and hats, AND a plastic glass of whatever
liquid they had bought at the bar. It was
less entertaining getting out the mop at the
end of the performances to get at the sticky
drink that had dribbled all the way down the
raked floor to row A and the Carpet.” (from
Prompter, the Newsletter for Bolton Little
Theatre)
“Opening on Wednesday 12th October,
it proved the best moment to launch our
Big Theatrical Push. Unless you have been
unavoidably detained on a mission to the
International Space Station, or possibly
finally finishing your plan to read the complete
works of James Joyce in a Hebriddean cave,
then you will already know that this is the
grand scheme to raise £350,000 to build an
extension to our fabulous theatre, and it
started with a Gala performance on Friday
14th October to which the Great, Good,
Artistically Well-Connected, and otherwise
Super-Supportive people were invited. Look
out for a full colour spread on the Gala in
the next issue.” (from the Newsletter for
Studio Theatre, Salisbury)
“Do you have some ideas that would
improve the Club? Do you have the time to
get involved? Do you have a vision for our
future? If so then I beg of you put yourself
forward.” (from the Newsletter for Carlisle
Green Room Club)
“Please note that if you are offered a
role in future, whilst we understand the
need to research the play and check your
commitments, we shall expect a response
within 10 days of the offer. If we don’t hear
back from you by then we will feel obliged to
move on and ask another actor.” (from the
Newsletter for Ilkley Playhouse)
“As a set builder people often ask, “doesn’t
it upset you when you spend weeks building
something and then 3 hrs after the show it’s
in the bin?” Well the short answer is “No. I
love the temporary nature of what we do.”
There is something magical about creating
the illusion of stability and permanence,
whilst all the time knowing that it is bits of
wood, plastic and gaffer tape. At our best
we are illusionists of the highest order and
that is the fun.” (Dave Kerry, set builder,
writing in Whitwords, the Newsletter for
Geoffrey Whitworth Theatre, Crayford)
“The dressing room has not been renovated
for at least the past 30 years so we thought
it was about time to do something about it.

LTG Weekends of Yore
The following memories come from a column in the Newsletter for
Stockport Garrick Theatre:
“Hearing that Little Theatre Guild conference weekends had been
talked about at the AGM, I started to remember…
When I joined the Garrick fifty years ago, the Executive (the Board
today) paid for a new member to be part of the theatre’s delegation
to an LTG conference. I was chosen and so found myself spending
a weekend at Shaw Little Theatre where I enjoyed a highly
entertaining cabaret on the Friday evening and on the Saturday a
splendid, spirited production of Trelawny of The Wells with Meg
Johnson – currently in Emmerdale – starring in the title role.
Thus I was introduced to LTG conferences. Shaw was the first
I attended but not the last. There were two highly memorable
conferences in Southport which quite a gang of us went to as
representatives. Who will forget Josephine Yates and her talk on
‘Flower Arranging for the Theatre’? And it was there that I spent a
Sunday morning ‘climbing the Andes’ with Betty Pearson.
In Stoke we didn’t stay in a hotel but in the training college
of… I forget whether it was the GPO or BT. It was just like being a
student again! But what I do remember was the performance on
the Saturday evening of a highly colourful, highly charged Conduct
Unbecoming.

The existing bar store will be demolished
which will then open out the dressing room
to allow make-up stations sufficient for 15
actors to be installed as well as a new ceiling,
flooring and window glazing replacement.
Work will start on the 12 December and
finish in early January.” (from the Newsletter
for The Lindley Players, Whitstable)
“Incidentally, I’m told that the
performances of Blood and Ice will contain
some scenes of partial male nudity! So…
book early!” (from the Newsletter for Chesil
Theatre, Winchester)
“January sale - To be held in the clubroom
on January 31st 7pm onwards. Please bring
your unwanted (unused) xmas gifts to the
evening of fun, where a talented auctioneer
will do his bit to get us to bid to buy them.
Guaranteed to be much laughter. Bring your
item(s) to be auctioned and whatever you
want to drink with you. Don’t forget your
money, who knows what treasures you
will want to bid for!!!” (from Footlights,
the Newsletter for the Grand Theatre,
Lancaster)
LTG enthusiasts will have been puzzled
by the shots of the amateur theatre seen in
the Christmas edition on TV of Last Tango
in Halifax. Those who know the Playhouse
in Halifax, home to Halifax Thespians, could
see that the location shots were certainly
not taken there! However, those with eagle
eyes quickly reported that the amdram
scenes were filmed at Altrincham Little
Theatre (formerly known as Club Theatre).
Our principal spy was Brian Stoner.
And now a quote from Ben Neutze, writing
in the Daily Review, an Australian arts and
entertainment website, about the cast of the
Broadway production Hamilton addressing
the US Vice President-elect Mike Pence
following the US election. “Despite what
many believe…theatre is not a mere escape,
nor is it a holy space separate to the world
where everybody can come to “relax”. At
its best, theatre digs deep into the beating
heart of our society and its artists fight back
with intelligence, passion and compassion.
Making theatre is a generous act, but that
doesn’t mean it exists purely to entertain
and please an audience. And even when
that’s its sole objective, the lives of the
people who make the work, and the cultures
which they draw upon, are unavoidably
politicised. I really don’t want to quote
Shakespeare, because I don’t think we
should be shaping our theatre according to
words laid down by a playwright from four
centuries ago. But the notion that theatre
can be a mirror held up to nature continues
to serve us pretty well. Even when that
mirror is deliberately warped or grimy, we
see something of ourselves reflected back.
That puts these artists in a unique position
to speak truth to power. Here’s hoping many
others join the Hamilton cast in doing so.”

Perhaps I shouldn’t mention Questors, Ealing, who were a bit
too full of their own importance and whose presentation of Habeas
Corpus didn’t quite hit the mark. But there was an interesting session
with Michael Billington, theatre critic of The Guardian.
And there was Carlisle where we rubbed shoulders with Melvyn
Bragg before watching – I think it was the premiere – of a musical
version of his novel, The Hired Man.
So, mention of LTG conference weekends – and we went on a
lot of them – prompts memories of companionable, amusing, often
hilarious times spent with Garrick members. Plus, those weekends
gave us the opportunity to meet with and often work with other Little
Theatre Guilders.
What a pity this opportunity doesn’t seem to be as available to
members as it used to be.
Michael French”
(In the early days of the Guild, it was quite a common practice –
indeed encouraged and expected - for theatres to subsidise the costs
of one or two members attending conferences; this practice does
seem now largely to have died out! This is most probably because
delegates on the whole have preferred not to burden their hardpressed theatres with their expenses, but of course this also means
that some people who could benefit from attending have lost out by
not being able to afford to go!)
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Some Recent Production Photos

A Christmas Carol - Crescent Theatre

The Price - Wilmslow Green Room

Daisy Pulls It Off - Progress Theatre
Photo - Richard Brown

Jerusalem - Carlisle Green Room

The Long and
the Short
and the Tall
- Progress
Theatre

The Wonderful
World of
Dissocia Geoffrey
Whitworth
Theatre

Lovesong - Leicester Little Theatre
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Pink Mist - Harborough Theatre

